Space-time database for standardization of adult magnetocardiogram-making standard MCG parameters.
The magnetocardiogram (MCG) is a promising medical tool for detecting and visualizing abnormal cardiac electrical activation in heart-disease patients. However, there is no large-scale MCG database of healthy subjects, and there is little knowledge of gender- and age-related influences on MCG data. We obtained MCG data from 869 subjects (554 men, 315 women) using a conventional 64-channel MCG system, which covers the whole heart. Electrocardiogram (ECG) data were also obtained; 464 people (268 men, 196 women) were identified as a normal group using ECG data. Time intervals (PQ, QRS, QT, and QTc), current distributions (maximum current vector (MCV), and the total current vector (TCV)) of MCG data of the 464 normal subjects were analyzed to obtain basic MCG parameters. Although mean values of PQ and QRS intervals of the male subjects were slightly longer than those of the female subjects, no intervals were correlated with gender or age. The correlation between PQ intervals of ECG and those of MCG was better than the correlation between QRS and QT intervals of ECG and those of MCG. Both MCV and TCV angles were much smaller than the electrical-axis angle in ECG. Although TCVs of the QRS and T waves were stable, the women's mean T-wave-TCV angles significantly increased with age. The maximum amplitude of the P wave was about 1.7 pT, and the value of the QRS complex was about 20-25 pT. Moreover, the T-wave amplitude decreases with age. The MCG standard space-time parameters determined here provide a normal range for MCG parameters.